
Winning The Uncertainty

Strategy

in Times of Survival



“Day by day.” “Be in the moment.”  Is that all you want from your Leadership Team?

Surviving Uncertainty takes some thought, but is mostly about reacting to what is right 

in front of you.  

Winning Uncertainty, on the other hand, takes thought and analysis and strategy –

under pressure.

This is a playbook for your team to create winning strategy during uncertainty.

• How can you frame up your situation?  

• Where should you focus?  

• How can you turn insight into action?

I specialize in guiding the conversations that small business owners use to get their leadership 

teams to (1) understand complex issues, and (2) make investments to capitalize on them.

If you want a “paint by numbers” solution to strategy during challenging times, well…I can’t 

help you (and I don’t think anyone can). 

But if you’re wondering how your leadership team should talk about finding the opportunity in 

uncertainty, this ebook can help.

Leadership Conversations that Win



Back in 2008, I researched the Great Depression and other times when it was not “sailing as 

usual.”

I found a few noteworthy things.

Times of upheaval are “moving days,” when it is easier for companies to gain or lose standing in their 

industries.  Because so much is unknown, the playing field is level, and companies’ usual 

advantages or disadvantages don’t count for as much.

I also found that the overall view of economic hardship masked an important fact:  the trends that 

would be at the heart of society a decade later were showing up even during the hard times. 

For example, the following areas all grew throughout the Great Depression:

• Automobile miles driven

• Radio advertising

• Frozen food sales

Uncertainty is a time of opportunity for those who can look beyond survival.

Times of Uncertainty Matter a Lot



I like to ask 2 questions about business performance:

• How much of our success comes from being in a good market?

• I call this type of performance Market-Driven Beta

• How much of our success comes from making good decisions?

• I call this type of performance Leadership-Driven Alpha

Beta tends to see bigger and unexpected swings during uncertainty. That bigger Beta may force you to 

change what you’re selling, or who you’re selling to – or scale quickly to meet unexpected demand.

As a result, uncertainty is the time when your ability to generate Alpha shines, because you can’t just 

“phone it in” on the back of a strong market.

The good surfers really stand out when a hurricane rolls in.

What Drives Your Business Performance?

Market 
Beta

Leadership 
Alpha



Surviving Uncertainty doesn’t care about future implications, or what might be hiding behind 

the surface.

But there is a rich world of opportunity beyond immediate reactions.  There are new areas of need, 

new relationships to create, new ways to use the strengths of your company.

We’ll explore 3 components.  Taken together, they create your Winning The Uncertainty Playbook.  

Each of the items below has a section in this ebook.

A Playbook for Winning the Uncertainty

Flexible Core Uncertainty Profile Multi-Horizon Plan



Your Flexible Core



During times of uncertainty and hardship, the “nice to have’s” of your business get 

stripped away.  As one of my clients said in 2008, “That is a luxury we can no longer afford.”  

He was talking about something that would not have been considered a luxury a year before.

What’s left is your internal engine for dealing with Uncertainty, what I call your Flexible Core.  

It’s made up of the parts of your business that (1) provide your foundation (your Core Strength), 

and (2) enable you to adapt to new conditions (your Flex Capacity).

Your Flexible Core Powers You During Uncertainty

Core 
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+

Flex

Capacity



Core Strength comes from having clear definition of key parts of your strategy – and having 

those work well.

Although there are many important parts of your business, during uncertainty, 3 areas are particularly 

important:

• Your value proposition – the ways you help people

• Your key relationships – trust is always important, and even more important during uncertainty

• Your assets and “superpowers” – your money, buildings, expertise, and skills

Strategies for uncertainty use and grow out of these Core Strengths.  If you know what they are, 

you’re way more likely to see opportunities to use them.

Defining Your Core Strength
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Your company’s ability to adapt to your environment comes from a set of abilities that you 

can foster.  In all, my Flex Capacity assessment has 15 elements, in the 5 areas shown below.

They range from having a financial “war chest” (a Business Strength), to resourcefulness (a Culture 

Strength), to having cross-functional relationships (an Operations Strength).  These elements can be 

ranked on a +5 to -5 scale, to get a sense for how flexible your company is, what flexibility you can 

take advantage of, and what areas you need to develop.

Building Your Flex Capacity
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Uncertainty Profile



When you’re in the middle of Uncertainty, you might feel like the only thing you should do is 

be in the moment and react.  

Why think about what that uncertainty looks and acts like, when you’re just trying to calm 

your fears and keep things running?

Why?  Because the path to winning the uncertainty has to involve understanding the uncertainty.  

If it’s just a big amorphous mass of darkness, it’s hard to see the levers you can pull and the cracks 

of opportunity that are opening.

Why You Need to Define Your Uncertainty



What do you know about the uncertainty you’re dealing with?  What don’t you know?  Where 

do you think things are headed?

It’s important to define the uncertainty for a few reasons:

• Defining it will help you identify levers you can pull to make adjustments, and new opportunities 

that are emerging.

• Your Leadership Team may have different views, and capturing all those views, and then aligning 

them, will help you develop stronger strategies with more commitment

• Your employees likely have all kinds of ideas – with some amount of fear – swirling around their 

thoughts, and have a clear description of what you’re dealing with can help calm them and align 

them with your strategies.

What is the Uncertainty Like?

Uncertainty 1 Uncertainty 2 Uncertainty 3



Once you’ve profiled the uncertainty, you can assess its impact.

The Health Exam looks at the impact on you.  Does this just impact the Edge of your business 

– forcing you to rethink how you do your work?  Or does it impact your Essence – what you do?  

Or even your Existence – whether your value proposition still works?

The Seismic Map looks at the impact around you:

• The Epicenter is the set of industry sectors that have the most disruption

• The Rupture zone has some disruption

• The Safe zone is mostly unchanged

Assessing the Impact
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Your Multi-Horizan Plan



Understanding your Flexible Core, and the Uncertainty you’re dealing with, lays the 

groundwork for creating a Multi-Horizon Plan.

Where will you focus?

Where will you cut?

What do you need to do for survival?

Where are the new opportunities?

The Plan identifies what you need, where the opportunities are, and where you’re focusing.

Creating Your Multi-Horizon Plan

Functional Needs Market Opportunities Focus Areas



Your functional needs should be stratified, so that you’re forced to think what’s necessary, 

and what is “a luxury we can no longer afford.”  I like to use the following categories:

• Must:  a core function that your business needs

• Should:  an important function that your business needs…but that you could do without for 

some time if necessary

• Good:  a useful function that your business could sacrifice if necessary

• Stop:  something that was useful, but isn’t needed given the new environment

Evaluating Your Functional Needs
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“Sell what they’re buying” is a phrase I coined in 2008 when we repackaged a client’s services 

from a capital expense (no budget!) to a maintenance expense (plenty of budget!).

I look for 2 types of opportunities:

• Stronger Buying:  “What do we have that people need now more than ever?” – the nexus of your 

Core Strengths and the Uncertainty Mode

• New Selling:  “What more can we sell to our existing customers, and what do we have that we can 
sell to new customers?” – shown by the green quadrants on the Product x Customer chart below

Identifying Opportunities
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At last, after all the analysis, you’re ready to decide the moves that matter.

Going back to the idea of your Strategic Horizon, in times of uncertainty, you need to manage to 

multiple horizons – you need priorities for near-term Survival, medium-term Health, 

and long-term Opportunity.

And for each of those horizons, you have to identify your Investment Stance –

where you’ll invest, sustain, or divest.

The chart below shows where your focus can be more or less strategic.  This chart is a great tool for 

a team to discuss where it wants to focus, and whether to focus on the near term, or emerging on 

“the other side.”

Focusing on What Matters
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Winning The Uncertainty

Strategic Plan



What Mindset Do You Need?

Street

Fight

Steady

Hand

Luxury

Suite

Having surveyed your situation, it should be clear to you know what mindset you should have 

to succeed in the particular market environment that your company is in:

• A Street Fight approach involves doing whatever it takes to survive amidst large disruption

• A Steady Hand approach involves keeping things steady as your environment goes through 

change (but not as much to threaten your survival)

• A Luxury Suite mindset means that you have actually improved your situation, and although other 

parts of the market are seeing disruption, you can continue with life-as-usual…or it’s actually

gotten even better.



What Culture Do You Need?

Be Smart
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Once you know the mindset your External Environment calls for, then you can evaluate your 

Company Culture and see if you need to make any changes.

The graphic below provides a guide for how to manage the fit between the culture you have, and the 

culture you need.



The next page has the 1-page template to bring all of this strategy work together.

At the top is the Situation Assessment of Your Assets and The Uncertainty.

At the bottom is your Multi-Horizon Plan for Survival, Health, and Opportunity.

Of course, this 1-pager lives by the old adage…

“The value is in the planning, not the plan.”

Want help?

Putting It All Together

Click Here
to learn about Phimation’s Workbook and 
affordable group coaching program



The Uncertainty

Winning the Uncertainty Strategic Plan

Your Flexible Core

Survival Plan
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So, you now have the questions you need to answer.  

It’s judgment that will give you the answers…and that will come from your team, not from an 

ebook.

The Importance of Judgment

What is judgment?  It’s “right-ness”

It often looks like 

insight

foresight

savvy

shrewdness

wisdom

The ability to 

see the right things

see things in the right way

assess the situation in the right way

make the right decision

take the right action
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Dave Haviland is a strategy advisor and

business coach to Second Stage companies, as

small as $1MM in sales and as big as $150MM.

He has a reputation for 

• creating effective conversation about hard 

and complex topics

• asking great questions

• making the complex simple

• designing great strategy meetings

• describing options and giving 

recommendations

• getting practical outcomes from strategic 

planning sessions

• focusing on “profit with a heart” and whole-

hearted leadership

He has 20 years of growth experience –

starting in marketing, moving to corporate 

development, then COO – and then becoming 

a management consultant and strategy advisor.

phimation.comdave@phimation.com734  717  4955

Dave works with clients wherever they want 

help in their Growth Stack, and on Strategy for 

all of the functional areas.

His primary role with his clients is leading their

Strategy – their annual strategic planning and 

quarterly strategic management meetings.  For

smaller companies, he is usually a business 

coach, serving as a proxy for a Board.

He also helps his clients implement a range of

Operating Systems, including home-grown 

ones or packaged ones such as EOS®,

Rockefeller Rules®, and e-Myth®.  Those 

systems ensure the strategies he helps create 

actually happen.

He is also a leadership coach to a number of

CEOs, executives, and “rising leaders” –

working on improving business acumen, 

leadership skills, management practices, and 

self-awareness.

His Culture work centers on defining his clients’ 

values and “operationalizing” them through 

rituals, assessments, and discussions.


